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By Jason Matthews

Createspace. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is printed on demand. Paperback. 358
pages. Dimensions: 8.9in. x 5.9in. x 1.1in.A teenage boy on trial can see and heal the human light
fields, becoming a miracle healer while the world argues over his case. Sequel to The Little Universe.
A soul transfer has Jim awaken in the hospital in another persons body. He has no memory of his
past life or awareness of the crime committed before the near-fatal accident, a felony done by the
bodys previous occupant. Already a person of global interest due to the case and his miraculous
recovery from brain-death, Jim still has a more stunning surprise. The crash has damaged his
pineal gland, the very center of his brain, resulting in overproduction of the neurochemical
Dimethyltriptamine (DMT). Also called the spirit molecule for the profound hallucinations DMT
causes, Jims elevated levels enable him to see the lights within living things, including the auras and
chakras of people. In time, Jim learns to manipulate these lights and correct imperfect flow to the
way of natural design. The effect is spontaneous healing. His nurse, Vicki, discovers the gift. Her
experiments confirm Jim can heal other patients, even those...
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Reviews
This pdf is wonderful. It is definitely simplified but excitement from the 50 percent in the ebook. You wont sense monotony at at any time of your time
(that's what catalogues are for relating to should you request me).
-- Ja queline K er luke
I just started looking at this pdf. It can be rally fascinating throgh studying period of time. Its been printed in an extremely basic way and is particularly only
following i finished reading through this publication where in fact altered me, change the way i really believe.
-- Mr . Stepha n McK enz ie
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